Decision that the Gutter cleaning and wood chainsawing/splitting
be completed on the same day. John Guyrner be asked to be in charge of the fire wood
exercise, with willing helpers on the day, chainsaws, gloves!, utes, sustenance providers etc.
$150 ute load, $130 own ute.
Weighbridge - Ian McColl reported Patrick andAndy McColl have
completed the base ( on back of Ian's ute) and it is a marvellous job. Further discussion on
"cover" Col Chapple - the possibility of Squash Court "back wall" glass for this purpose.
Jill to send thankyou cards to Paddy andAndy.
Indoor Honour Boards - it seems there is a need for another board - more
service men and women who are not on the 2 original boards. Peter Grossman has found
more. John Hill be approached to make another board in the same style as the originals. Ian
McColl has agreed to coordinate this project. Thankyou lan.
A successful meeting was held with Raju Ranjit re the possibility of
some support for. Le Tour de Greenethorpe. Forms to be completed.
The Application for $7,500.00 from Veterans Affairs was successful!!!!! !
Jill Allen to approach Richard Ryan re working out a "Plan of attack" for commencing
preparatory work for the outdoor memorial.
Barbara Stonestreet reported on the recycling situation. Some people
are still putting household rubbish into the bins. Many of Barbara's tasks are made more
difficult due to lack of support by the Weddin Council. Jill Allen to write to the Council with
reference to 1. household rubbish in bins - a CCTV camera ? 2.delivery of fuel to Barbara
( she has to go to collect fue1 in Grenfell in her own time and ather expense) 3. Servicing of
the ride-on mower and whipper snipper.
Discussion about a place to house the History of Greenethorpe.A
held
at
10.00 €lm on Thursday, 12e July in &e Supper Room. Jude Bryant
meeting will be
will be the coordinator. Thankyou Jude.
Fundraiser for June Iddon and James Rowe discussed. ATriviaNight
was agreed to on 1lft August 6.00 for a 6.30 start.
It was moved Belinda Mort seconded Ian McColl that letters be written to V/eddin Council
and Cowra Council regarding Land Rates and Water Rates respectively and that the amount
of money commensurate with these rates be waved due to June's and James' situation.
Carried. Jill Allen to write these letters.
The raffle for the TriviaNight will be a load of wood.
Meeting closed 8-35pm
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